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HOTEL COLLECTION
Invite hotel guests to rest comfortably in crisp white hotel quality linens 
that withstand repeated use and laundering. Our hotel collection includes a 
choice of twin, full, queen, and king 500 thread count duvet covers, bright 
white sheets in a choice of 300, 500, and 800 thread count, and  vibrant 
microfiber sheets in several contemporary colors.

DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS
Slipping tired feet into a pair of plush white slippers 
delivers tranquility and comfort, keeping hotel 
patrons coming back again and again.

HOTEL ROOM ACCESSORIES
Luggage stands, ironing boards, ice buckets, waste baskets, close up mirrors, soap 
dishes, coffee service and much more!

TOWELS
A surplus of hotel quality plush towels are essential. 
Our bath towels, hand towels, and washcloths 
provide quality and luxury for guests to feel right 
at home. 

COTTON ROBE
Hotel patrons will enjoy snuggling up in plush 
cotton bathrobes that envelop them in luxury.
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Available in 12 captivating colors.
Choose from napkins, round and rectangular 
tablecloths, and table runners.

*All items in these images except the glasses and plates can be found at LinenTablecloth.com

Shantung
SILK

Shantung silk linens 
are the surprisingly 
affordable lustrous, 
high-end alternative 
to satin, featuring a 
subtle lined texture 

and crisp iridescent finish. 
Shantung s ilk linens are always 
constructed with one-piece 
seamless cloth.
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*All items in these images except the glasses and plates can be found at LinenTablecloth.com   

Satin
COLLECTION

Our satin linens offer an 
affordable way to dress 
up ordinary event tables 

to match your color scheme. 
With 31 contemporary colors 
to choose from, weddings and 
other special occasions can easily 
be color coordinated and paired 

with our polyester tablecloths or 
chair covers for stylish contrast. 
Choose from satin round 
tablecloths, table runners, 
overlays, chair covers, and chair 
sashes. Our satin linens are easy 
to care for, machine washable, 
dryer and iron safe.

Available in multiple Colors and Patterns.
Choose from table runners, banquet chair caps, overlays, round tablecloths and 
rectangular tablecloths. For more colors and styles visit www.LinenTablecloth.com.
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*All items in these images except the glasses and plates can be found at LinenTablecloth.com.

ROSETTE

Available in 8 captivating colors.

A lush multitude of elegant 2-dimensional 
satin roses are the magic behind this head-
turner. The alluring raised texture and 
subtle shine minimize the necessity of 
additional table accents. And the best part? 
No ironing necessary. 

Choose from table runners, banquet chair caps, overlays, round 
tablecloths, and rectangular tablecloths.

Satin
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For the ultimate in lustrous 
feminine glamour, our sequin 

linens feature intricate rows 
of dainty shimmering sequins, 
creating a dazzling impression on 
event tables. 

For high-end luxury and head-
turning sparkle, our sequin 
collection offers round and 
rectangular tablecloths, overlays, 
and table runners with 3 gorgeous 
colors to choose from: blush, 
silver, and gold.

Sequin

These exquisite taffeta Rosette Sequin 
tablecloths have delicate details and a soft 

sheen that will add graceful beauty to event 
or wedding tablescapes. The stunning sequin 
embroidered tablecloth features elegant 
roses and intricate embroidered sequin 
spirals that elevate the high-quality fabric 
for a genuinely luxurious feel. With a subtle 
sheen, premium fabric, and lavish detailing, 
these tablecloths are guaranteed to heighten 
the look of splendor for your events. 

Rosette
SEQUIN

Sequin Chevron
Combining the shimmery luster of sequin and the 
trendy style of chevron patterns, our sequin chevron 
is the ideal ultra-chic choice for swanky tablescapes. 
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A barn, backyard, country-side, or any 
rustic-themed wedding or event is the 

perfect setting for jute and burlap linens and 
accessories.

Burlap
COLLECTION

Lace Burlap

They say opposites attract, and lace and burlap 
are no exception. For the perfect union of 
rugged & sweet, our Lace Burlap linens are 

ideal for any event that calls for a romantic yet rustic 
vibe. Paired with white tablecloths, our lace-adorned 
burlap table linens deliver that rustic elegance that has 
been an ongoing trend for some time. Look for your 
choice of table runners, placemats, and aisle runners.

*Mix and match from our charming collection of all-natural jute burlap tablecloths, overlays, table runners, chair 
sashes, fabric rolls, ribbon rolls, silverware pouches, placemats, aisle runners, and baskets.
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Falling Lilies 
Damask

Experience luxury with our affordable collection 
of damask table linens. Featuring an intricately 
embossed floral pattern over a lustrous surface, 
these genuine damask table linens are 100% machine 
washable. Perfect for home or any special event, 
our Falling Lilies patterned damask tablecloths 
exemplify elegance. Choose from red, white, or 
ivory tablecloths or napkins.

Square Point 
Damask
Experience luxury with our affordable 
collection of damask table linens. 
Featuring petite shimmering squares over 
a lustrous surface, these genuine damask 
table linens are 100% machine washable. 
Perfect for the home or any special event, 
our square-point patterned damask 
tablecloths exemplify elegance. Choose 
from red, white, or ivory tablecloths or 
napkins.

Damask
COLLECTION

Embossed
COLLECTION

Lilies Embossed
Featuring a graceful lily pattern imprinted into our elegant glossy satin material, our Lilies 
Embossed satin tablecloths, overlays, table runners, and chair sashes offer added distinction over 
our standard satin linens, while maintaining affordability. An upscale look for an economical 
price, our Lilies Embossed Satin collection offers 9 stunning colors.

Baroque Embossed
Featuring a classic regal baroque pattern imprinted into our elegant glossy satin material, our 
Baroque Embossed satin tablecloths, overlays, table runners, and chair sashes offer added 
distinction over our standard satin linens, while maintaining affordability. An upscale look for an 
economical price, our Baroque Embossed Satin collection offers 9 stunning colors.

Rose Embossed
Featuring a lovely rose pattern imprinted into our elegant glossy satin material, our Rose 
Embossed satin tablecloths, overlays, table runners, and chair sashes offer added distinction over 
our standard satin linens, while maintaining affordability. An upscale look for an economical 
price, our Rose Embossed Satin collection offers 9 stunning colors.
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Organza COLLECTION

Enhance the look of your 
event with our sheer 

translucent lightweight 
organza linens, available 
in 27 popular colors. The 
subtlety of organza delivers 
just the right hint of color 
and dash of character to 
plain linens without going 
over the top. Designed 
to complement staple 
event linens, (ie: polyester 

tablecloths & chair covers), 
we offer overlays, runners, 
and chair sashes in this 
material. Just added to our 
organza product line are 
an array of exquisite deluxe 
organza products. Included 
in the new collections are: 
ruffled organza table toppers 
and chair caps; web organza 
overlays, table runners, 
and chiavari chair covers; 

embroidered web organza 
overlays, table runners, 
and chiavari chair covers; 
silver & gold vines overlays, 
table runners, and chiavari 
chair covers; and wildflower 
overlays, table runners, and 
chiavari chair covers. Each 
collection offers intricate 
detailing to dress up any 
special occasion.

Share your photos with 
us on instagram and we 
will repost our favorites.

 

#MYLTCSTYLE
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Embroidered & 
Web Organza
Our collection of exquisite web and 
embroidered organza takes the subtlety 
of sheer delicate organza to a whole new 
dimension.  Featuring intricate embroidery 
and curvilinear patterns in a choice of 
overlays, Chiavari chair jackets, and table 
runners, these linens deliver radiance to 
wedding and event tables. Choose from 
pink, purple, silver, ivory, charcoal, 
burgundy, green, and chocolate. 

Visit
our blog for more tablescape 

inspiration.

www.LinenTablecloth.com/
blog

tip
Place a thin towel 
between the iron 
& web organza to 
keep from burning.
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Taffeta COLLECTION

Petal
Featuring an array of delicate taffeta circles 
individually sewn to create a look and texture of 
gorgeous cascading soft flower petals.

*Our Petal Collection includes round and rectangular tablecloths, overlays, and folding 
chair covers. Available in these beautiful colors: White, Blush pink, Champagne, 
Eggplant, Silver, and Fuchsia.

TIP 
For show quality allow enough 

time for ironing and use a steam 
setting to properly unwrinkle 

individual petals.

For the latest 
event and wedding 
trends follow us on 

Pinterest.
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Pintuck
Keep it classy with our elegant line of affordable 
pintuck table linens. Perfect for banquet events 
such as weddings, Bar Mitzvahs and Quinceaneras, 
pintuck linens offer a stylish sophisticated look for 
any tablescape. Featuring intricately tucked rows of 
rich taffeta, our pintuck table linens provide texture 
and eye-catching appeal available in 7 stunning colors. 
Choose from round and rectangular tablecloths, table 
runners, sashes, and overlays. 

Crinkle Taffeta
Featuring a unique crushed satin texture, our crinkle 
taffeta linens add lavish depth and richness to any 
event. Pair with our rich, glossy satin to create a 
complementary setting. Our crinkle taffeta can be 
easily laundered in your home washing machine.
*Available in 6 popular colors: chocolate, burgundy, ivory, eggplant, silver, and 
charcoal, mix and match from our selection of round and rectangular tablecloths, chair 
sashes, table runners, and overlays.

Pinwheel
Make a lasting impression with our luxurious 
Pinwheel linens. Otherwise known  as “Pinchwheel”, 
our Pinwheel Taffeta linens feature gathered rich 
taffeta to form an alluring two dimensional texture 
and diamond pattern.

*Our Pinwheel fabrics are available in 12 delightful colors. We offer this style in round 
and rectangular tablecloths, and table runners.

Charger plates are a great 
way to add a touch of 

sophistication or a pop of 
color to your table.

TIP 
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Curly Willow
This enchanting table skirt features numerous soft 
flowing ribbons of sheer delicate organza, creating 
a gorgeous twirled ruffle effect. It looks beautiful 
indoors, and with a soft breeze outdoors-even better.

*All items in these images except the plates can be found at LinenTablecloth.com: 
willow table skirt, candle lanterns, artificial flowers, napkins, fans, and vases.

Available in 14 foot skirts and chair covers with 14 inch spirals.
Choose from a variety of available colors and combinations: white, pink, white 
& baby blue, white & fuchsia, white & purple, or white & green.

Table Skirt
COLLECTION

Give your table extra glam 
appeal by adding a diamond 

wrap across the top edge 
of the willow.

TIP 
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Satin Skirt

A popular linen choice for 
trade shows, corporate 
events, banquets, parties, 

weddings and many other special 

occasions, our table skirts offer 
timeless, sophisticated appeal and 
practicality. For those looking 
for an added touch of elegance, 

our satin table skirts provide a 
luxurious sheen. Our satin table 
skirts feature a velcro strip running 
the length of the skirt, providing 
ease of attachment to skirt clips, 
and are available in 3 sizes: 14 ft., 
17 ft. and 21 ft. These skirts are 
designed to fit the 3 most popular 
rectangular table sizes, 4 ft., 6 ft., 
and 8 ft. Available in white, ivory, 
and black. 100 % polyester satin 
table skirts fit standard height 29-
30 in. tables.

Polyester Skirt
14 ft. Accordion Pleat

Our classic polyester accordion pleated 
table skirts are the “go-to” linen choice 
for trade shows, corporate events, 

banquets, parties, weddings and many other 
special occasions because of their timeless, 
sophisticated appeal and practicality. Our 
durable table skirts feature a velcro strip 
running the length of the skirt, providing ease 
of attachment to skirt clips, and are available in 
3 sizes, 14 ft., 17 ft., and 21 ft. - designed to fit 
the 3 most popular rectangular table sizes, 4 ft., 
6 ft., and 8ft. Available in white, ivory, black, 
royal blue, hunter green, burgundy, and red, 
these polyester table skirts fit standard height 
29-30 in. tables. Our 100% polyester machine 
washable table skirts will not fade or shrink and 
will stand the test of time.

21 ft. Accordion Pleat

17 ft. Accordion Pleat

Available in multiple colors.
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Economy linens 
provide an affordable option for events in the 
three most popular colors: black, ivory, and 
white. Economy linens are durable, shrink and 
fade resistant and compare to our competition’s 
standard grade linens. We offer tablecloths 
in all of the common sizes for square, round, 
and rectangular tables. In comparison to our 
standard polyester linens, our economy line is a 
bit lighter weight.

POLYESTER
STANDARD

Available in 31 different colors.
For more colors and patterns visit LinenTablecloth.com

POLYESTER

TABLECLOTH

FITTED

STRETCH

Fitted tablecloths are perfect for displays and buffets. Each tablecloth 
has one corner vertical slit, lined with a Velcro strip, allowing you 
easy access to valuables stored beneath the table.

Our stretch polyester material provides a chic modern look and can be dressed 
up with table runners, overlays, chair sashes, and other table accessories. The 
preferred choice for many wedding and event planners, this material does 
not require ironing, providing quick and easy set-up for events. Choose from 
cocktail tablecloths, rectangular tablecloths, chair covers, and chair sashes in 
a variety of popular colors.
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Oven Mitt / Pot 
Holder Set 4 pack

Chef Apron

16 in. Cotton 
Napkins 4/pack

COTTON COLLECTION 

Kitchen Towels  
2/pack

Made popular in the 70s, the 
chevron pattern is back in all it’s bold 
splendor, characterized by brilliant 
zig zag stripes. Our premium 100% 
cotton Chevron Pattern Collection 
features matching tablecloths, 
napkins, kitchen towels, aprons, 
placemats, and oven mitts so you can 
brighten your dining and kitchen 
space with coordinating linens- 
available in several trendy colors. 

Our Chef Print Collection features a 
cheerful print with ‘boil’, ‘chop’, ‘fry’, 
and ‘cook’ in shades of charcoal with 
green accents over a white background, 
shades of blue with teal accents over a 
white background, or shades of brown 
with orange accents over a soft yellow-
gold background. Our premium 
100% cotton set includes matching 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts.

Bring classic country charm into your 
kitchen and dining space with our 
Checkered Collection. Our premium 
100% cotton set includes matching 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts 
featuring a classic red and white and 
black and white gingham print that 
never goes out of style. Ideal for a 
rustic decor kitchen or dining room.

Characterized by large 2 ½ x 2 ½ in. 
checks, our checker board collection 
offers a bold and dramatic accent for 
kitchen and dining rooms. With a 
choice of placemats, aprons, kitchen 
towels, tablecloths, and table runners 
in your choice of black & white, red 
& white, and navy & white, this 
100% cotton collection is made in 
India exclusively for our brand.

Simple yet refined Satin Band 
Cotton Collection includes square 
and rectangular tablecloths and 
napkins in 7 beautiful colors. These 
cotton linens feature an elegant satin 
border, bringing  the perfect balance 
of classic style and sophistication for 
home and entertaining.

Classic and refined, black and white 
damask makes a bold statement 
about your sense of style- resolute 
yet feminine. With our Black 
on White Damask dining and 
kitchen Collection, elegance meets 
practicality. Our premium quality 
100% cotton set includes matching 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts 
featuring a classic damask pattern.

Classic, elegant, and feminine, our 
Black With White Floral Damask 
Collection with coordinating 100% 
cotton tablecloths, napkins, kitchen 
towels, aprons, placemats, and oven 
mitts features a vintage floral white 
damask pattern on a black backdrop. 
This collection pairs well with 
modern and rustic decor and delivers 
the just the right combination of 
style and glamour.

Featuring a regal white baroque pattern 
in brilliant colored backdrops, our 
Vintage Royalty Collection is the perfect 
blend of luxury and functionality. 
Who says kitchen and dining linens 
have to be drab? Our premium 100% 
cotton collection includes coordinating 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts in 
several bold colors that will certainly 
add grandeur to your castle!

Add a chic modern touch to your 
home with coordinating tablecloths, 
napkins, kitchen towels, aprons, 
placemats, and oven mitts from our 
Trellis Collection, featuring a white 
trellis design over a backdrop in your 
choice of black, charcoal, turquoise, 
navy blue, mustard yellow, or green. 
This collection pairs contemporary 
style and practicality to enhance any 
dining and/or kitchen space.

Featuring a 3-color hexagon 
pattern, this geometric collection 
is both modern and stylish for 
adding color and function to your 
home dining table and kitchen. The 
trendy honeycomb design collection 
offers 2 color combinations and 
features coordinating 100% cotton 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts.

Our black & white stripes deliver a 
bold casino or fairy tale vibe, while 
our navy blue and white striped table 
linens bring that coastal, nautical aura, 
and our red and white striped linens 
evoke a relaxed summer poolside or 
picnic vibe. Available in your choice of 
napkins, tablecloths, aprons, kitchen 
towels, placemats, oven mitts, and 
table runners, these products are made 
in India from 100% cotton.

Featuring various sized stripes in 
subdued tones of grey, white, and 
charcoal, our 100% cotton premium 
Granite Stripes Collection easily 
compliments both masculine & 
feminine styles with subtle modern 
appeal for dining room and kitchen. 
This premium collection includes 
your choice of tablecloths, placemats, 
napkins, kitchen towels, aprons, and 
oven mitts.

Bring a glorious tropical sunset indoors 
with our Sunset-Striped Collection. 
Our premium quality 100% cotton set 
includes matching tablecloths, napkins, 
kitchen towels, aprons, placemats, 
and oven mitts featuring broad stripes 
of muted red and orange with narrow 
stripes of sky blue, yellow, and white. 
Our Sunset Striped Collection pairs 
well with earth tones, and complements 
Latin-inspired themes.

Our contemporary Green Barcode-
Striped Collection complements 
most kitchen and dining styles, from 
rustic cabin to chic modern designs. 
Our premium quality 100% cotton 
Green Barcode-Striped dining and 
kitchen set includes matching 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts 
highlighting soft shades of green. 

Featuring broad sky blue stripes 
paired with narrow pink, white, and 
lime stripes, our Blue Multi-striped 
Collection includes coordinating 
tablecloths, napkins, kitchen towels, 
aprons, placemats, and oven mitts 
that pair well with dark and lighter 
finishes. The soothing color palette 
and classic striped pattern convey a 
serene ambiance to your living and 
dining space.

Granite Stripes Sunset Striped

Trellis Cotton

Checkered Checker board

Green Barcode 
Striped

Blue Multi 
Striped

Black On White 
Damask

Chevron
Cotton

White On Black 
Damask

Cotton Chef 
Print

Vintage
Royalty

Cotton
Honeycomb

Satin Band 
Square Cotton

Cotton Stripes

More Colors
And styles available on LinenTablecloth.com
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GREEN BARCODE 
STRIPED 

CHECKER 
BOARD
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Chair sashes add 
the final decorative 
touch to event chairs, 
complimenting your 
event design, and tying 
the look together. 
We offer a multitude 

of sash options 
with various colors, 
patterns, materials and 
type sallowing you to 
you will surely find the 
perfect sash for your 
event. Chair Sashes

Available in multiple colors.
Butterfly

Chair Sashes
Available in 5 colors.

Dahlia

Chair Sashes
Available in multiple colors and patterns. For more visit LinenTablecloth.com

Satin

Chair
SASHES

tip
For more Chair Sash 
inspiration head to our 
blog at 
www.LinenTablecloth.com/
blog
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Featuring a regal metallic damask print 
over a white. These banquet chair covers 

make an impressive statement. The best part? 
Stretch chair covers do not need ironing.

*Available in Gold & Silver.

Metallic Damask

Lace Chair Cap

Tinsel Chair Cap

Ruffled Organza 
Chair Cap

Enhance the beauty of wedding chiavari 
chairs with delicate romantic lace chair 
caps. Chair caps simply slide over the 
back of your chiavari chair quickly and 
easily, adding elegance in a snap. Lace 
chair sleeves are perfect for vintage 
wedding themes such as “Roaring 20’s”, 
“Burlesque”, or “Gatsby.

Jazz up ordinary chiavari chairs with our shiny 
bold metallic Tinsel Chiavari Chair Caps. 
Featuring interwoven shimmering silver tinsel, 
these chair caps are perfect for weddings, 
Quinceaneras, Sweet 16 parties, Bachelorette 
parties, and any event that calls for a dynamic 
vibe. Tinsel-infused textured chair covers slip 
right over the back of standard chiavari chairs. 
Cap measure 15 in. wide and 19 in. tall. 

Frilly ruffled organza chair caps add stunning 
yet graceful appeal to plain chiavari chairs. A 
Ruffled Organza Chiavari Chair Cap slips 
over the back of a standard chiavari chair, 
and features plush layers of curly organza, 
giving it the zeal of a ballroom dancer’s dress. 
Perfect  for weddings, Quinceaneras, Sweet 
16’s, bridal showers, baby showers, and little 
girls birthday parties, our swirl organza chair 
caps will surely turn heads.  

Curly Willow

Universal

Grace wedding chairs with stunning Chiffon Curly 
Willow Chiavari Chair Covers. Featuring a chair cap 
and complementary flowing ruffled curly willow 
sash made of luxurious chiffon, the entire room will 
radiate refined elegance, yielding exemplary photos.  
This 2-piece set includes a 58 x 92 inch chiffon 
sheet that is simply placed over the chair back and 
gathered as you would gather hair for a pony tail. The 
second piece is the curly willow sash, which features 
a pre-tied loose knot. Simply loosen the knot and slip 
gathered fabric into the opening and tighten.  Willow 
chair caps fits most chairs, but look best on elegant 
chiavari chairs.

What’s so great about universal chair covers? They fit 
almost any chair type, making them our most versatile 
chair cover! Designed to provide banquet, folding, 
and nearly any other chair type with a loose fit, satin 
universal chair covers feature shimmering satin and tie-
able back. Universal chair cover is made from stain and 
wrinkle resistant polyester fabric, and can be laundered 
at home with cold water and household detergent on a 
delicate setting.

Stretch
Stretch chair covers offer a sophisticated, modern look for 
ordinary banquet chairs, featuring a no-iron machine washable 
stretch poly material that conforms to the contours of banquet 
chairs, emphasizing the chair’s shape with sleek, clean lines. 
Choose from our magnificent silver or gold Baroque, glamorous 
glitter, jazzy striped, flashy metallic, and solid stretch in 8 
popular colors.

*More styles, colors, and varieties viewable online at LinenTablecloth.com

Chair

Covers

CAPS
Chair

COVERS
Chair

COVERS

TIP
Pair Metallic Damask with a 

solid colored tablecloth to 
create the perfect pairing of 

grandeur & grace.
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Folding Chair Covers

Banquet Chair Covers

Chiavari Chair Covers

tip
See this DIY tutorial 
on our blog at 
www.LinenTablecloth.com/blog

More Colors
And styles available on LinenTablecloth.com
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Cotton

Damask & Lilies

More Colors
And styles available on LinenTablecloth.com

Shantung Silk

Premium NAPKINS
When weddings and 

other fine events 
beckon a step-up from 
standard polyester napkins, 
choose these as a premium, 
yet affordable option.  Our 
luxurious alternatives include 
Shantung Silk, Satin Band 

Cotton, and Damask cloth 
napkins. Our Shantung Silk 
napkins feature a lustrous 
finish and crisp, slightly 
textured feel; while our Satin 
Band Cotton napkins feature 
an elegant satin border, and 
our Damask Napkins feature 

a genuine damask weave 
in a lily or square point 
pattern. All napkins bring 
the perfect balance of classic 
style and sophistication. All 
cloth napkins are machine 
washable and available in 
several vibrant colors.
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Polyester
NAPKINS

Polyester cloth napkins are 
the go-to napkin choice 
for event planners, hotels, 
restaurants, and other 
venues. Why? Unlike cotton, 
polyester napkins do not 
shrink or fade, are wrinkle 

resistant, and withstand 
multiple uses and laundering. 
Choose from 31 popular 
colors in size 17 inch square 
or 20 inch square. Polyester 
napkins are sold by the 
dozen.

More Colors
Available on LinenTablecloth.com

Style tips

Love this napkin fold? Find a tutorial and more on our 
blog at www.LinenTablecloth.com/blog

17” Polyester Napkins
feature a serged hem

20” Polyester Napkins
feature a fold over hem
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Charger
PLATES

Accentuate banquet tables with 
stunning chargers. Charger plates 
not only provide an appealing 
tabletop accessory for weddings, 
home entertaining, and other 
events, but serve as an elegant base 
that remains once guests plates are 
removed, preserving the attractive 
tablescape. We offer chargers 

for every budget-ranging from 
standard round, fluted round, or 
square, in a choice of 12 glossy 
vibrant colors; opulent glass coral 
chargers in 7 colors;  exceptional 
glass chargers in 5 exquisite 
patterns;  and sophisticated gold 
and silver rimmed glass chargers.

More Colors
And Styles Available on LinenTablecloth.com

Flowers
Silk flowers are the smart 

alternative to costly 
flower arrangements 
for events and home 

decor.  Intricately crafted 
to look authentic, our 

artificial flowers provide 
a realistic, affordable, 

and low- maintenance 
alternative to fresh 

flowers. Skip the florist 
and do it yourself! Our 

selection of peonies, 
carnations, roses, 

hydrangeas, cherry 
blossoms, and more are 

perfect for centerpieces, 
wedding bouquets, home 
decor, and DIY projects.



For Customer Service call:
English (877) 835-5617
Español (877) 959-2495

OR contact via email:
support@linentablecloth.com
or via live chat on our website

Gain access to special offers, product
announcements & additional discounts

by subscribing to our newsletter

Sales available online only at
www.linentablecloth.com

For exclusive offers & inspiration join us on:

Visit our blog at www.linentablecloth.com/blog

Contact
Information


